SHOW INFORMATION
Title: Trapped
Genere: Clown Mime Buffoon
Running time: 50min aprox.
Language: No Text
Audience: 16+
Venues: Small to mid-scale spaces: 50400 capacity.
Company members: 1
Trapped is Inda Pereda's brand new
physical comedy show. Inda uses mime
and vocal effects to create new worlds
of fantastical absurdity. The piece is 50
minutes and requires simple lighting
and no set.
“Clever, whimsical, imaginative, evocative and
really, really funny.”
A YOUNGER THEATRE

SyNOPSIS
Inda Pereda's hilarious one-man show uses physical
comedy, sound and mime to build a wild, imaginary
dreamscape bound up in exciting, ridiculous and
grotesque situations -*ahem* emergency operations,
unusual body musicals, the happy birth of mutant
beings - and populated by a host of crazy universal
characters - *err* annoyed japanese samurais and
happy cows.
Through sheer spectacle and audience particiaption,
TRAPPED unlocks a place where surreal worlds
converge with nonsense, where irreverent moments lead
to transcendent beauty. Posing the ultimate question: is
all of life just a dream?
Inspired by the baroque spanish play "La vida es sueño"
(The life is dream) of Pedro Calderón de la Barca.
“I wish I made this piece”
JAMIE WOOD

ARTISTIC
CREDITS

“Inda Pereda made me giggle, snort, guffaw
and squirm around in my seat. What a fun
show. Go!”
ERIC DAVIS (RED BASTARD)

Creation, direction and performer:
Inda Pereda
Supported by:
Flavia Bertram
Design light:
Alpha Mikeliunas
Photography:
Justin P. Brown
Production:
Inda Pereda
Premiere June 2016 at the London Clown
Festival.

INDA PEREDA
Inda Pereda is an actor and clown with several years of international work
experince. He works primarily with the Lecoq technique and his theatrical
pieces are comical and popular. He uses strong physical language full of
humor, search for the complicity with the audience through a big
personal dedication.
Inda Pereda has a postgraduate in Devising and Physical Theatre at LISPA
(London International School of Performing Arts) and kept his formation
with John Wright, Philipe Gaulier, Angela de Castro, Grzegorz Bral
amongst others.
He worked with companies such as Teatro en Vilo, Seemia Theatre, Nube
Nueve Physical Theatre, Carolyn Defrín, Concert Theatre, etc.
Lately , He has been part of different theatre´s projects including; “Normal
Love” at Sadler`s Wells of London and "Silencio" with EastEnd Cabaret
and Time Out Live at Southbank Centre.

“Demented and utterly delightful.
Master at work!”
THEATRE BUBBLE

TECHNICAL INFO
Basic requirements
Minimum Scenic Space:
4x3mts.
Sound requirements:
sound console, computer with audio playback program or C.D. player.
Lighting requirements:
lighting console with capability to record memories, 12 dimmer
channels.
Technical staff :
1 sound technician, 1 lighting technician (At discretion of the theatre).
Assembly time (set up):
At discretion of the theatre (The Co. does not use set or props).
Duration:
50min aprox.
Language:
No text.

CONTACT
Inda Pereda
www.indapereda.com
inda@indapereda.com
UK +44 (0)7983 303 224
ES +34 667 08 69 56
Inda Pereda
@indapereda
@IndaPereda

